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§ O. Introduction
Yano and Okumura [6J have defined the concept of an (I, g, u, v, A)--structure
in an even dimensional Riemannian manifold. Hypersurfaces with this structure
in a Sasakian manifolds have been studied by Yano and Okumura [6J, Yamaguchi [4J and Watanabe [3J and many authors. In particular, they proved
that, if the (f, g, u, v, 2) -structure induced on a hypersurface of a Sasakian
manifold is normal, the hypersurface is totally umbilicaL
In this paper we define what we call a 3-structure in a hypersurface of a
Sasakian 3-structure manifold and study the normalities of this 3-structure.

§ 1. Sasakian 3-strueture manifold
Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold covered by a system of
·coordinate neighborhood {V; y&}, where here and in the sequel, the indices K,
A, /1-,).1, ••• run over the range {1,2, ..., n}. In this differentiable manifold M, a
set (if>, /;, p) of three tensor fields ,p, /; and p of type (1,1), (1,0) and (0, 1)
respectively is called an almost contact structure, if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1. 1)
(1. 2)

where ,pi' is necessarily of rank n-l.
When a manifold admits an almost contact structure, it is called an almost
contact manifold and is necessarily of odd-dimensional. There exists in any
almost contact manifold a Riemannian metric it1& such that
(1. 3)

and such a Riemannian metric it1& is called a Riemannian metric associated with
the given almost contact structure (1), /;, p). An almost contact manifold is called
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an almost contact Riemannian manifold, when it is endowed with an associated.
Riemannian metric g),,,.

An almost contact Riemannian manifold is called a Sasakian manifold (or 8normal contact Riemannian manifold) if a certain tensor field. constructed from
the structure (t/J,~, p, g) vanishes. However, an almost contact Riemannian manifold is normal if and only if the conditions
(1.4)
are satisfied, where in the following we use a notation ~), in stead of p).. In 8Riemannian manifold (M, g), a Sasakian structure (t/J,~, p, g) is sometimes denoted simply by ~.
We now assume that there are three Sasakian structures (t/J, 1;, g), (cf;,1], g)
and ({),~, g) in M. Then, such a set {c;, 1], Cl of three Sasakian structures t;, rr
and t,: is called a Sasakian 3-structure (or normal contact metric 3-strueture) if
it satisfies the following conditions:
c;~),=.,;r;,),=e;,7J~),=O,

(1.5)
(1.6)

(h"r;/·=-()),"tf=~",

(1.7)

cjJll{)//=t/J),"+1]),r.",

{)),,,t;1=_t/J),"i;,"=1]",
{)llt/J/l"=cjJ),"+r.l~",

(h"rJ'= -cjJ),"t;'J.=r.",
t/JJN.J/l"={)l'+c;ttf.

In such a case, the manifold M is necessarily of dimension n=4m+3 (m;;:::O)(cf. [2J) and is called a Sasakian 3-strueture manifold.

§ 2. Snrfates in Sasakian 3-strnetore manifolds
In this section, we consider hypersurfaces in a Sasakian 3-strueture manifold.M. Let M be a (4m+2)-dimensional differentiable manifold covered by a system of coordinate neighborhood tu; x h }, where here and in the sequel, the indices h, i, j, 14 ••• run over the range {1,2, "', 4m+2} , and assume that M is differentiably immt.rded in M as a hypersurface by immersion i: M ~ M, which_
is represented by the equations

in each coordinated neighborhood

U of M. If we put

B/=Oiy"

(oi='iJ/'iJxi) ,

then B/' define a local vector field in (J for each fixed index i and 4m+2 vec::
tor fields Bl span the tangent plane to M at each point of U. On putting
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we see that gj, define in M a Riemannian metric which is called the induced
metric.
As is well known Cl], a contact manifold is always orientable. We assume
that the hypersurface M is also orientable and 4m + 2 tangent vectors B;" are

chosen in such a way that B I ·, "', B4m+2• form a frame of positive orientation in
M. Then we can choose a globally defined field of unit normal vectors CA in
such a way that 4m + 3 vectors C', B I ',
tation in

"',

B4m+2' form a frame of positive orien

M. Then, we get
g.sBiCK=O,
B';.B/=oi,

C'C.=l,
J3i;.B,K=O;.K_C;.C·,

where we have put

The transforms rP/B/, p;.KB/' and O.KB/ of B/ can be expressed respectively
as

ifJ.KB/·=(]J/BkK+U,CK,

(2. 2)

Pi'B/=?/f,hBkK+V,C",
B;.KB/=(J,hBhK+W,-eK,
where (]J/" ?/f/' and B/' are tensor fields of type (1,1),
form of M.

and u" v, and w, 1-

The transforms of C;' by ifJA', ,p/ and BAK can be put respectively
(2.3)

where u'=giiUj , v'=gj'Vj and W'=gjiWj .
Taking account of (2.2) and (2.3), we have
(2.4)

(]Jj=B'.cjJiB/',
Uj=B/cjJ/"Cp.,

(2.5)

1Jfj = B'Ar)JiB/",
Vj=B/r)J/"Cp.,

(J/=B'ABiBjp.,
wj=B}U;."Cp..

If we put
(2. 6)

~K=B/~i+aC...

then by virtue of

O. 1),

v=B;KrJ' + {3CK, r;,K=B/r,! + rCK,
(1. 2), (2. 4), (2. 5) and (2. 6) we easily find the
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following equations (2. 7)-(2. 10):
(2. 7)

f/)ji=tP/gti = -f/)ij,
f/)/'fPhi = -0/ +uJ-ui +~fii,

(2. 8)
(2. 9)

,!;,.(}}/=-auj,

(2.10)

u,.(}}/=at,

uiu,=:=!;i!;,~I-a2,

Ui~i=O,

and for another two Sasakian structures the similar relations are obtained.
The equations (2.8)-(2'. 10) show that (f/), g, u, /;, a) is a so caIled (I. g, u,
'l1, l)-structure in M- (See [6J). Thus we have now three (f, g, u, v, l)-structures
(", g, u, 1;, a), (lff, g, v, 1j, (3) and (9, g, w, C, r) in M
Applying again f/), lff and 9 to (2. 2) and taking account of (1. 7), (2. 3) and
(2. 6), we get

'=

(2.11)

(2. 12)

1l/'8h +if>/+VjW; +1j/:;/,
8/tPhi =+lJj+wJ-U i +r:;,j!;i,
f/)/,lff hi = +8/+ ujv'+ f;fI!,

8/lffhi= -([>/+ WjTJ' + r:;,J1ji,
f/)/,8/=-lff/+u -w i +!;/./,
J

W/'fPh i =-9/+Vj1J'+1jjt;i,

v,-8/=-Uj+pr:;,j,

w,.1Jf/=Uj+T1}j,

w;tP/=-Vj+r!;j,
UiW/=-Wj+a1jj,

u,-8/=Vj +ar:;,j,
v,.(}}/=Wj + {Jf;j.

1>, </J

and 0 to (2. 3) and taking account of (1. 7),
(2. 3) and (2. 6), we find
Applying again

( 2 . 1 3 ) u iv,=-a{J,

viw,=-{Jr,

(2. 2),

wiUi=-ra•

Applying ljJ, </J and (j to (2. 6) and using (1. 6), (2. 2),

(2. 3) and (2. 6),

we obtain
1ji8/=!;j- {JWj,

r:;".1Jf/= -!;j-TVj,

(2.14)

r,,1P/=1jj-rU j,

t;i9/= -1jj-awj,
1J/P/= -r:;,j- {:Juj,

(2.15)

/;,.1Jf/=r"j-avj,
v'(,;= -w i1Ji=a,

Wit;i= -uR;;.={J,

U

i1Ji= -vit;i=r·

The triple {(tP, g, u, ~, a), (W, g, v, 1j, (3), (8, g, U', r", r)} of (r, g, u, v, l)-str-

fe/v}
metric g).>: in ill

uctures satisfying (2.11)-(2.15) is called a 3-strueture. We denote by

the Christoffel symbols constructed from the given Riemannian
and by{li} those constructed from the metric gji induced in the hypersurface M.

We denote ;byhji the second fundamental tensor of the hypersurface M and
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put hij=tkhkj' Then, the equations of Gauss and Weingarten are given respectively by
V'tB/'=OjB/'+ t;'v}B/B/'- {li}Bhl=hj.Cl,
V'JC1=opl+ {iV}B/C"=-h/B/'

(2.16)
(2.17)

Differentiating (2. 4), (2. 5) and (2. 6) covariantly along M and taki~ aa;aunt of (2.16) and (2.17), we have
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)

V'lTJ/= -hj.-uh+h/'ui-gjlh+O/'!;i,
V'jUi= -hjtfP/-agji,
V'j!;i=fPji+ahji,

and for another two Sasakian structures the similar relations are obtained.
§ 3. Hypersurfaces with 3-structnre

As preliminalies, we recall the definitions of quasinormal and normal of an

(r, g, u, v, 1/) -structure.
We now put

(3.1)

S[4>, fPJi;h=[fP, 0Jj/+ (Vfdi-V'iU)U h + (V'Jfi-V'it;)!;",
seW, e]jih=[W, 8Jj/+[VjVi-V."Vj)wi'+(ViWj-ViW)Vh

+ (Vpji-Vi1)j)'C,h+ (VJ{;-Vl,j)r/',
where [0, 0J is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with fP and [W, 8] the Nijenhuis
tensor formed with W,8 respectively. Similarily, we define SeW, WJ, S[8, 8J,

fPJ and S[0, WJ for the other tensors.
An (r, g, u, v, I/)-structure (0, g, u, t;, a) is said to be quosi.rwrmal if the co.

See,

ndition.
(3.2)

is satisfied, where
(3.3)
The structure (fP, g, u,!;, a) is said to be rwrmal if this structure satisfies
S[0, fPJ =0.
In the following we study some properties on a hypersurface with the indu.ced 3-structure of a manifold with Sasakian 3-structure.
Substituting (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) into C3.I),we' get
(3.4)
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(3.5)

S[tli, tli}jl== (iP/htLh/tlith)Ui- (tliitkth_h/iPth)Uj,
S[IlT, 8]ji h= (llT/htLh/TIth)Wi- (llT/hth-h/llTth)Wj

(3.6)

.+ (8/htLh/fJNvi- (8/ht h -h/fJt h)Vj.
By the first equation of (3. 5), (3.4) is equivalent to the commutativity of
t1i and h on a hypersurface of a Sasakian manifold.

The following
LEMMA

Lemma A is known

([6J).

A. Let M(>2) be an fYrientable connected hypersurface of a Sasakian

1\1. If one

a~

8 commute h and a 2=tl (resp: [32=1=1 or r 2
=1=1) al1lUJst everywhere, then the hypers-..u1ace M is totally umbilical.

manifold

of t1i, TI

Substituting (2.18) into (3.4), we find t1ijih =O. Thus the equation (3.3)
shows that the struct~re (tli, g, u,t;, a) is normal on the hypersurface M.
So we have the following from Lemma A and (3. 5)
PROPOSITION 3.

1. Let M be a hypersurface with a 3-strueture {(t1i, g, u, 1;, a),

(TI, g, v, 7J, f'), (8, g, w, " r)} of a Sasakian manifoled.

If one of 3 (r, g, u, v, A)-

structures (/fJ, g, u, t;, a), (!IT, g, v, 7J, f') and (8, g, W,,, r) is a normal on M,
then tlu! others are so also.

same assumptions as those in Lemma A, all of
S[t1i, tli], S[IlT, TI], S[8, 8], S[TI, 8], S[8, 0] and S[iP, gT] are vanisfwd.
PROPOSITION 3. 2. Under the

Now we prove
PROPOSITION

3. 3. If the vectors u h, 'Oh and w h for the induced 3-structure on

a hypersurface of a Sasakitm 3-structure manifold are linearly independent aim
ost everywhere, and if stIlT, 8]=0, then IlT and
Proof. From the second equation of (3. 2),

(3.7)

we have

(lff/hth-h/llTth)Wi+ (8/he h - h/8th)Vi
(lff/h th-h/1J?)Wj+ (8/h/'-h/8tk)Vjo

=

Transvecting (3.7) with vi and w i
(2. 13), we obtain .
(3. 8)

e are normal.

respectively and using (2.10) and

(lff/hth-h/TItJ (- [3r) + (B/htk-h/8th) (1- f'2)
=!3'vIU,,+r'WjW k, ,

(3.9)

(lff/ktk-k/fr tk ) (l-r) + (fJ/h th -h/8tk ) (-[3r)
= [3"V,,'Uk+ r"WjWk,
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13', fJ", r' and r" are defined respectively by
f3''l'h=V i (e/h th - h/eth ) , r'Wh=V i (qJ/h th -h/lf!'h) ,
f3"v h=W i (e/h'h- h/e,h) , r"Wh=W i (qJ /h'h-hi'lff 'h)'

Eliminating the terms of WjWh from (3.8) and (3.9), we get
[(1-r 2 )r' + fJrr"J (qJ,/h'h +If! h'h,) - [(1- fJ2)r" +fJrr'J
x (e/h'h+eh'htj)

= (f3"r' -fJ'r")VjVh.

from which, by transvecting gjb, (f3"r' - f3'r") (1- 132) =0.
Since vh and w h are linearly independent almost everywhere, i. e. ,
- fJr 17'=0
1-r2 ,

1- fJ2

! -f3r

almost everywhere.

This together with (3.8) and (3.9) show that
Hence

ur

and

e are

ur

and

e

commute with h.

normal structure.
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